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Introduction 

• The aim of this work is to present the application of the ISO standard 
“ISO 19165-2:2020 Geographic information — Preservation of digital 
data and metadata” for Earth Observation data to a real case, and how 
this has been afforded

• ISO standard are sometime difficult to translate in practice, here is 
presented the steps approach used, the difficulties, and the future 
method learned from this activty.

• ESA Heritage missions, considering ESA historic mission, like ERS and 
Envisat but also Third-Party Mission (missions from other agencies or 
industries), are more than 50 missions (and even more instruments!).
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Aim of this exercise
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• Main ISO aim:

✓ “For the longer term, when the focus of the research community
shifts toward new missions and observations, it is essential to
preserve the previous mission data and associated information.
This will enable a new user in the future to understand how the
data were used (or generated, n.d.r.) for deriving information,
knowledge and policy recommendations and to “repeat the
experiment” to ascertain the validity and possible limitations of
conclusions reached in the past.….”

• and requirements:

✓ Mission stages

✓ Documentation for each stage,

✓ But not only: data, processor, ancillary and auxiliary data!

SENTINEL 3

ERS1 - 1992



How to translate them?
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ISO requirements
Concept Definition Implementation Operations Post Mission

Subset from Post 
Mission stage

Subset from Missions 
Operations stage

Working with Historical dataset, filfilling the ISO requirements, started from the last  stage going backward.
For Third Party Missions it was not simple (or even impossible) to retrieve documentation on the first mission 
implementation and defintion stages.

Excel file translation



Implementation: first step
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Single mission, single instrument SEASAT → SAR in band-L

the first ever civilian spaceborne imaging radar instrument (SAR) 
was flown on SeaSat in 1978 for 105 day (98 days of acquisition).
Raw SAR data released in 2013 – ESA L0 acquisitions consolidation 
presented in PV2013! 

SEASAT ESA data coverageSEASAT ESA data coverage



Implementation
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Implementation: second step

Single mission, multiple instruments JERS-1 → SAR (band-L), OPS

First Japanese imaging radar instrument (SAR) and optical 
radiometer (OPS) flown on JERS-1 from 1992 to 1998.

JERS-1

OPS 
1998/04

SAR PRI 1998/06

Each instrument has one dedicated column. 
A cross-mission common column is used to share the digital object with the instruments and the platform. 
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Implementation: third step
Multiple mission, multiple instruments 
ERS-1/ERS-2 → SAR, ATSR, RA, MWR, SCATT (GOME)

ERS-1 and ERS-2 are the first two ESA EO satellites.
First launched in July 1991 and completed their tasks in 2010.

Each mission has a proper story and a proper documentation. The 
same document is replicated in each mission tailoring document.

ERS-1

ATSR

SAR ERS-2



Challenges
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Baseline: define a concrete concept of interoperability baseline between SW, Docs, Products, AUX, etc.

No duplication: Manage effectively the situation of information common… 
To several instruments of the same mission (e.g. ERS, ENVISAT, JERS, ALOS,…)
To multiple instances of the same mission (e.g. ERS / LANDSAT)

Simplicity for complexity: avoid an escalation of complexity in the structure

Mapping to stages: many items evolve over mission life. 
Where to map the ones which change across phases ?

Flavours: some elements are instantiated differently depending on purpose. 
How to manage this complexity ?

Filling former stages (before “QA4EO” visibility): still to be addressed. 

Digging into historical documents, SW,…  going back even 15 years or more



Main lessons learned
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The Auxiliary files released in the Mission
Operation Stage, and used also in the Post Mission
Stage. What is the ISO requirement to assign the
Aux file?

The Auxiliary files is assigned to the mission phase in
which they are released (Mission Operation Stage).
This is applicable to all input items.

If the data baseline is generated in the Post
Mission, together with SW and documentation,
and some documents were not expected in this
phase, but in another one (for example in the
Operation Phase), where to put them?

The document follows always the SW mission phase. 
If the document/SW has been generated in the Post 
Mission Phase it goes there and no in the Operation 
Phase.

The historical documentation was released in the
past. The product baseline fits the Post Mission
Phase. Where historical documents will fits?

The Auxiliary files is assigned to the mission phase in
which they are released (Mission Operation Stage).
EX: Space To Ground Interface ICD. The document
describes the satellite raw data format that could be an
input to the product baseline.



Conclusions
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ESA-GMQ section is in charge of processor
development and data QC, the ISO
requirements have been introduced in the
verification approach

New approach

The work was not easy and it was a tryal
and error exercise, several times the work
implemented for a step was not feasible
for the next step and we had to adjust the
appoach.

(A)ATSR – FAST IPF


